Automation Engineer
Do you have experience with automation or instrumentation engineering? Do
you also have knowledge of the DCS and SIS automation systems, control
engineering or field instrumentation? If so, we would like to hear from you!

Samenvatting
Vacature nummer: PUB205955
Markt: Olie & Gas
Branche: Olie en gas
Expertisegebied: Engineering & Design
Uren per week: 40
Opleidingsniveau: WO Bachelor
Sluitingsdatum: woensdag 15 mei 2019

De functie
As an Automation Engineer you have to be able to lead the design work of
complex customer projects according to the agreed quality, scope, time and
safety. You will work on distributed control system (DCS) and safety
instrumented system (SIS) automation, control and hardware engineering. Also

Voor meer informatie:
https://www.brunel.nl/nl-nl/vacatures/PUB205955

you have to act as a descipline lead of a design team when needed. The scope
of assignments ranging from small pilot projects, development and maintenance
for large-scale investment projects.

Over jou
Master or Bachelor in engineering or other applicable field
Experience with automation or instrumentation engineering
The knowledge of the DCS and SIS automation systems, control engineering
or field instrumentation
The ability of self-initiative and solution-seeking attitude
Fluent English skills, both written and spoken. Other language skills are an
advantage
Good communication skills

Wat wij bieden
Being intermediated by Brunel means that you are also contracted by Brunel.
Not only you will have a contract, you will as well be assured of a great career.
Our primary and secondary terms of work are excellent. A few examples are
price reductions for health insurance, bonus opportunities and a standard of 26
days off. Brunel Engineering intermediates both junior and senior engineers
within the industry and has been doing this for over 40 years now. Our clients
vary from multinationals to local companies. Together we will find the job which
meets your wishes.

Vragen? Neem contact op
Robbert van Oosterum
Consultant
Brunel Netherlands Rotterdam
r.van.oosterum@brunel.net
+31 6 1329 4170

Voor meer informatie:
https://www.brunel.nl/nl-nl/vacatures/PUB205955

